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Why can you really trust Legal Authority for all your legal career needs? To answer this question 
briefly you can trust Legal Authority completely because it is part of the Career Mission group of 
companies. That is all you need to know if you are familiar with Career Mission in any way.

To explain in more detail why Legal Authority should be your choice for target mailing to legal 
employers, you should continue to read further. When we search job board sites, we come up empty 
more often than not in finding a quality job we want. Job boards are fine but the chances of you 
finding a dream position on a job board seems to become less and less likely as time moves on. 
Employers need to save money. Therefore, fewer employers are posting legal jobs because of the 
fees involved. This will mean many jobs become undetected and unfilled for long periods of time.

Legal Authority uses targeted mailing which is one of the most effective ways to get a legal job. Why 
is this method so effective? Target mailing will identify every employer who meets your interest. This 
will enable to you to maximize your hiring potential without question. This will allow you to apply for 
current legal jobs, jobs that go unadvertised to the general public and legal positions that open up in 
the new future. It’s important to keep your resume and cover letter in circulation because you never 
know when legal employment will become available.

Not only can you trust a proven system such as Legal Authority’s targeted mailing system but 
also the dedicated professionals behind the system. Legal Authority gives you the opportunity for 
your resume to reach as many employers as possible. This is why Legal Authority has become so 
successful in helping new and experienced attorneys find new legal careers. Legal Authority has 
more than 500,000 legal employers in its database (if you don’t realize it that is a very high number).

You can trust Legal Authority because it has a long history (and successful history) of helping 
attorneys find new jobs. You can read the numerous testimonials where those individuals such as 
yourself have found Legal Authority to be very simple and easy to use. You need to be able to say you 
tried your absolute best when attempting to find a legal career, right? By using the services of Legal 
Authority you can look in the mirror and say to yourself you did everything possible to find that new 
legal job.

Another reason you can trust Legal Authority is that because Legal Authority is a team in every sense 
of the word. Think of it in terms of a professional team sport. The team is only successful when all its 
players are functioning as one cohesive unit. Legal Authority succeeds so well because it is a team 
effort day in and day out. We all need that peace of mind that an organization or company is doing 
their best for us. Legal Authority will have you sleeping like a baby every night. 


